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Abstract
One new thing often leads to another. Such correlated novelties are a familiar part of
daily life. They are also thought to be fundamental to the evolution of biological systems,
human society, and technology. By opening new possibilities, one novelty can pave the
way for others in a process that Kauffman has called “expanding the adjacent possible”.
The dynamics of correlated novelties, however, have yet to be quantified empirically or
modeled mathematically. Here we propose a simple mathematical model that mimics the
process of exploring a physical, biological or conceptual space that enlarges whenever a
novelty occurs. The model, a generalization of Polya’s urn, predicts statistical laws for the
rate at which novelties happen (analogous to Heaps’ law) and for the probability distribution
on the space explored (analogous to Zipf’s law), as well as signatures of the hypothesized
process by which one novelty sets the stage for another. We test these predictions on four
data sets of human activity: the edit events of Wikipedia pages, the emergence of tags in
annotation systems, the sequence of words in texts, and listening to new songs in online
music catalogues. By quantifying the dynamics of correlated novelties, our results provide
a starting point for a deeper understanding of the ever-expanding adjacent possible and its
role in biological, linguistic, cultural, and technological evolution.
Our daily lives are spiced with little novelties. We hear a new song, taste a new food, learn
a new word. Occasionally one of these first-time experiences sparks another, thus correlating
an earlier novelty with a later one. Discovering a song that we like, for example, may prompt
us to search for other music by the same artist or in the same style. Likewise, stumbling across
a web page that we find intriguing may tempt us to explore some of its links.
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The notion that one new thing sometimes triggers another is, of course, commonsensical.
But it has never been documented quantitatively, to the best of our knowledge. In the world be-
fore the Internet, our encounters with mundane novelties, and the possible correlations between
them, rarely left a trace. Now, however, with the availability of extensive longitudinal records
of human activity online [1], it has become possible to test whether everyday novelties crop up
by chance alone, or whether one truly does pave the way for another.
The larger significance of these ideas has to do with their connection to Kauffman’s theoret-
ical concept of the “adjacent possible” [2], which he originally discussed in his investigations
of molecular and biological evolution, and which has also been applied to the study of inno-
vation and technological evolution [3]. Loosely speaking, the adjacent possible consists of all
those things (depending on the context, these could be ideas, molecules, genomes, technolog-
ical products, etc.) that are one step away from what actually exists, and hence can arise from
incremental modifications and recombinations of existing material. Whenever something new
is created in this way, part of the formerly adjacent possible becomes actualized, and is there-
fore bounded in turn by a fresh adjacent possible. In this sense, every time a novelty occurs, the
adjacent possible expands [4]. This is Kauffman’s vision of how one new thing can ultimately
lead to another. Unfortunately, it has not been clear how to extract testable predictions from it.
Our suggestion is that everyday novelties and their correlations allow one to test Kauff-
man’s ideas quantitatively in a straightforward, down-to-earth setting. The intuition here is
that novelties, like pre-biotic molecules and technological products, naturally form networks of
meaningful associations. Just as a molecule in the primordial soup is conceptually adjacent to
others that are one elementary reaction step away from it, a web page is conceptually adjacent
to others on related topics. So when a novelty of any kind occurs, it does not occur alone. It
comes with an entourage of surrounding possibilities, a cloud of other potentially new ideas or
experiences that are thematically adjacent to it and hence can be triggered by it.
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We begin by analyzing four data sets, each consisting of a sequence of elements ordered in
time: (1) Texts: Here the elements are words. A novelty in this setting is defined to occur when-
ever a word appears for the first time in the text; (2) Online music catalogues: The elements
are songs. A novelty occurs whenever a user listens either to a song or to an artist that she has
not listened to before; (3) Wikipedia: The elements are individual wikipages. A novelty corre-
sponds to the first edit action of a given wikipage by a given contributor (the edit can be the first
ever, or other contributors may have edited the page previously but that particular contributor
has not); (4) Social annotation systems: In the so-called tagging sites, the elements are tags
(descriptive words assigned to photographs, files, bookmarks, or other pieces of information).
A novelty corresponds either to the introduction of a brand new tag, or to its adoption by a given
user. Further details on the data sets used are reported in the Supplementary Materials.
The rate at which novelties occur can be quantified by focusing on the growth of the number
D(N) of distinct elements (words, songs, wikipages, tags) in a temporally ordered sequence
of data of length N . Figure 1 (A-D) shows a sublinear power-law growth of D(N) in all four
data sets, each with its own exponent β < 1. This sublinear growth is the signature of Heaps’
law [5]. It implies that the rate at which novelties occur decreases over time as tβ−1.
A second statistical signature is given by the frequency of occurrence of the different ele-
ments inside each sequence of data. We look in particular at the frequency-rank distribution. In
all cases (figure 1, F-I) the tail of the frequency-rank plot also follows an approximate power
law (Zipf’s law) [1]. Moreover, its exponent α is compatible with the measured exponent β of
Heaps’ law for the same data set, via the well-known relation β = 1/α [7, 2, 3].
Next we examine the four data sets for evidence of correlations between novelties. To do
so we need to introduce the notion of semantics, defined here as meaningful thematic relation-
ships between elements. We can then consider semantic groups as groups of elements related
by common properties. The actual definition of semantic groups depends on the data we are
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studying, and can be straightforward in some cases and ambiguous in others. For instance,
in the Wikipedia database, we can regard different pages as belonging to the same semantic
group if they were created for the first time linked to the same mother page (see Supplementary
Materials for further details). In the case of the music database (Last.fm), different semantic
groups for the listened songs can be identified with the corresponding song writers. In the case
of texts or tags, there is no direct access to semantics, and a slightly different procedure has to
be adopted to detect semantically charged triggering events. Also in these cases the triggering
of novelties can be observed by looking at the highly non-trivial distribution of words. We refer
to the Supplementary Materials for a detailed discussion of these cases.
We now introduce two specific observables: the entropy S of the events associated to a given
semantic group, and the distribution of time intervals f(l) between two successive appearances
of events belonging to the same semantic group. Roughly speaking, both the entropy S and
the distribution of time intervals f(l) measure the extent of clustering among the events asso-
ciated to a given semantic group, with a larger clustering denoting stronger correlations among
their occurrences and thus a stronger triggering effect (see the Supplementary Materials for a
complete definition).
All the data sets display the predicted correlations among novelties. The results for the
Wikipedia and Last.fm databases are shown in figure 2 (A,B,D,E), while we refer to the Sup-
plementary Information for the texts and tags databases. For comparison, we also reshuffle
all the data sets randomly to assess the level of temporal correlations that could exist by chance
alone. The evidence for semantic correlations is signaled by a drop of the entropy S with respect
to the reshuffled cases in both the databases considered (figure 2, A and B). Correspondingly the
distribution f(l) features a markedly larger peak for short time intervals compared to that seen
in the random case (figure 2, D and E), indicating that events belonging to the same semantic
group are clustered in time (figure 2G).
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It is interesting to observe that both Wikipedia and Last.fm represent the outcome of a
collective activity of many users. A natural question is whether the correlations observed above
only emerge at a collective level or are also present at an individual level. We report in the
Supplementary Materials the same analysis performed here for single users, showing that in
this case each individual reproduces the qualitative features of the whole data set: namely, a
significantly higher clustering than that found in the reshuffled data.
Our results so far are consistent with the presence of the hypothesized adjacent possible
mechanism. However, since we only have access to the actual events and not to the whole
space of possibilities opened up by each novelty, we can only consider indirect measures of the
adjacent possible, such as the entropy and the distribution of time intervals discussed above.
To extract sharper predictions from the mechanism of an ever-expanding adjacent possible,
it helps to consider a simplified mathematical model based on Polya’s urn [10, 11, 4]. In the
classical version of this model [10], balls of various colors are placed in an urn. A ball is
withdrawn at random, inspected, and placed back in the urn along with a certain number of new
balls of the same color, thereby increasing that color’s likelihood of being drawn again in later
rounds. The resulting “rich-get-richer” dynamics leads to skewed distributions [13, 5] and have
been used to model the emergence of power laws and related heavy-tailed phenomena in fields
ranging from genetics and epidemiology to linguistics and computer science [15, 16, 17].
This model is particularly suitable to our problem since it considers two spaces evolving in
parallel: we can think at the urn as the space of possibilities, while the sequence of balls that
are withdrawn is the history that is actually realized.
We generalize the urn model to allow for novelties to occur and to trigger further novelties.
Consider an urn U containing N0 distinct elements, represented by balls of different colors
(Figure 3). These elements represent words used in a conversation, songs we’ve listened to,
web pages we’ve visited, inventions, ideas, or any other human experiences or products of
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human creativity. A conversation, a text, or a series of inventions is idealized in this framework
as a sequence S of elements generated through successive extractions from the urn. Just as
the adjacent possible expands when something novel occurs, the contents of the urn itself are
assumed to enlarge whenever a novel (never extracted before) element is withdrawn.
Specifically, the evolution proceeds according to the following scheme. At each time step
t we select an element st at random from U and record it in the sequence. We then put the
element st back into U along with ρ additional copies of itself. The parameter ρ represents a
reinforcement process, i.e., the more likely use of an element in a given context. For instance, in
a conversational or textual setting, a topic related to st may require many copies of st for further
discussion. The key assumption concerns what happens if (and only if) the chosen element st
happens to be novel (i.e., it is appearing for the first time in the sequence S). In that case we put
ν + 1 brand new and distinct elements in the urn. These new elements represent the set of new
possibilities triggered by the novelty st. Hence ν + 1 is the size of the new adjacent possible
made available once we have a novel experience. The growth of the number of elements in the
urn, conditioned on the occurrence of a novelty, is the crucial ingredient modeling the expansion
of the adjacent possible.
This minimal model simultaneously yields the counterparts of Zipf’s law (for the frequency
distribution of distinct elements) and Heaps’ law (for the sublinear growth of the number of
unique elements as a function of the total number of elements). In particular, we find that
the balance between reinforcement of old elements and triggering of new elements affects the
predictions for Heaps’ and Zipf’s law. A sublinear growth for D(N) emerges when reinforce-
ment is stronger than triggering, while a linear growth is observed when triggering outweighs
reinforcement. More precisely the following asymptotic behaviors are found (see Supplemen-
tary Materials for the analytical treatment of the model): (a) D(N) ∼ N νρ if ν < ρ; (b)
D(N) ∼ N
logN
if ν = ρ; (c) D(N) ∼ N if ν > ρ. Correspondingly, the following asymptotic
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form is obtained for Zipf’s law: f(R) ∼ R− ρν , where f(R) is the frequency of occurrence of the
element of rank R inside the sequence S. Figure 1 also shows the numerical results as observed
in our model for the growth of the number of distinct elements D(N) (Fig. 1E) and for the
frequency-rank distribution (Fig. 1J), confirming the analytical predictions.
So far we have shown how our simple urn model with triggering can account simultane-
ously for the emergence of both Heaps’ and Zipf’s law. This is a very interesting result per se
because it solves the longstanding problem of explaining the origin of the Heaps’ and Zipf’s
laws through the same basic microscopic mechanism, without the need of hypothesizing one of
them to deduce the other. Despite the interest of this result, this is not yet enough to account
for the adjacent possible mechanism revealed in real data. In its present form, the model ac-
counts for the opening of new perspectives triggered by a novelty, but does not contain any bias
towards the actual realization of these new possibilities.
To account for this, we need to infuse the earlier notion of semantics into our model. We
endow each element with a label, representing its semantic group, and we allow for the emer-
gence of dynamical correlations between semantically related elements. The process we now
consider starts with an urn U with N0 distinct elements, divided into N0/(ν + 1) groups. The
elements in the same group share a common label. To construct the sequence S, we randomly
choose the first element. Then at each time step t, (i) we give a weight 1 to: (a) each element
in U with the same label, say A, as st−1, (b) to the element that triggered the entry into the
urn of the elements with label A, and (c) to the elements triggered by st−1. A weight η ≤ 1 is
assigned to all the other elements in U . We then choose an element st from U with a probability
proportional to its weight and write it in the sequence; (ii) we put the element st back in U along
with ρ additional copies of it (figure 3c); (iii) if (and only if) the chosen element st is new (i.e.,
it appears for the first time in the sequence S) we put ν + 1 brand new distinct elements into U ,
all with a common brand new label (figure 3d). Note that for η = 1 this model reduces to the
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simple urn model with triggering introduced earlier.
This extended model can again reproduce the Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws (for details, see the
Supplementary Materials), and, crucially, it also reproduces the behavior of S and f(l) as mea-
sured in real data (figure 2, C and F). Thus, the hypothesized mechanism of a relentlessly
expanding adjacent possible is consistent with the dynamics of correlated novelties, at least for
the various techno-social systems [18] studied here.
We speculate that our theoretical framework could be relevant to a much wider class of
systems, problems, and issues – indeed, to any situation where one novelty paves the way
for another. One of the most intriguing generalizations would be to the study of innovation in
cultural [19], technological and biological systems [20, 21]. A huge literature exists on different
aspects of innovation, concerning both its adoption and diffusion [22, 23, 24, 25], as well as
the creative processes through which it is generated [26, 20, 27, 28]. The deliberately simplified
framework we have developed here does not attempt to model explicitly the processes leading
to innovations, such as recombination [26, 28], tinkering [20] or exaptation [27]. Rather, our
focus is entirely on the implications of the new possibilities that a novelty opens up. In our
modeling scheme, processes such as the modification or recombination of existing material take
place in a black box; we account for them in an implicit way through the notions of triggering
and semantic relations. Building a more fine-grained mathematical model of these creative
processes remains an important open problem.
Another direction worth pursuing concerns the tight connection between innovation and se-
mantic relations. In preliminary work, we have begun investigating this question by mathemat-
ically reframing our urn model as a random walk. As we go about our lives, in fact, we silently
move along physical, conceptual, biological or technological spaces, mostly retracing well-
worn paths, but every so often stepping somewhere new, and in the process, breaking through
to a new piece of the space. This scenario gets instantiated in our mathematical framework.
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Our urn model with triggering, in fact, both with and without semantics, can be mapped onto
the problem of a random walker exploring an evolving graph G. The idea of the construction of
a sequence of actions or elements as a path of a random walker in a particular space has been
already studied in Ref. [29], where it has been shown that the process of social annotation can
be viewed as a collective but uncoordinated exploration of an underlying semantic space. Here
we go a step further by considering a random walker as wandering on a growing graph G, whose
structure is self-consistently shaped by the innovation process, the semantics being encoded in
the graph structure. This picture strengthens the correspondence between the appearance of cor-
related novelties and the notion of the adjacent possible. Moreover, this framework allows one
to relate quantitatively, and in a more natural way, the particular form of the exploration process
(modulated by the growing graph topology) and the observed outcomes of observables related
to triggering events. We refer to the Supplementary Materials for a detailed discussion of this
mapping and results concerning this random-walk framework for the dynamics of correlated
novelties.
Two more questions for future study include an exploration of the subtle link between the
early adoption of an innovation and its large-scale spreading, and the interplay between individ-
ual and collective phenomena where innovation takes place. The latter question is relevant for
instance to elucidate why overly large innovative leaps cannot succeed at the population level.
On a related theme, the notion of advance into the adjacent possible sets its own natural limits
on innovations, since it implies that innovations too far ahead of their time, i.e. not adjacent to
the current reality, cannot take hold. For example, video sharing on the Internet was not possible
in the days when connection speeds were 14.4 kbits per second. Quantifying, formalizing, and
testing these ideas against real data, however, remains a fascinating challenge.
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Figure 1: Heaps’ law (A-E) and Zipf’s law (F-L) in real datasets (A-D) and (F-I) and in
the urn model with triggering (E,J). Gutenberg [6] (A,F), Last.fm [7] (B,G), Wikipedia [32]
(C,H), del.icio.us [8] (D,I) datasets, and the urn model with triggering (E,J). Straight lines
in the Heaps’ law plots show functions of the form f(x) = axβ , with the exponent β equal
respectively to β = 0.45 (Gutenberg), β = 0.68 (Last.fm lyrics), β = 0.56 (Last.fm artist),
β = 0.77 (Wikipedia) and β = 0.78 (del.icio.us), and to the ratio ν/ρ in the urn model with
triggering, showing that the exponents for the Heaps’ law of the model predicted by the analytic
results are confirmed in the simulations. Straight lines in the Zipf’s law plots show functions of
the form f(x) = ax−α, where the exponent α is equal to β−1 for the different β’s considered
above. Note that the frequency-rank plots in real data deviate from a pure power-law behaviour
and the correspondence between the β and α exponents is valid only asymptotically [7].
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Figure 2: Entropy and distribution of triggering intervals in real data and in the urn model
with semantic triggering. (A,B,C) Entropy of a sequence associated to a specific label A vs.
the number of events, k, with that label. The entropy is averaged for each k over the labels with
the same number of occurrences. Results are displayed for Wikipedia (A), the Last.fm dataset
(B) and the urn model with semantic triggering (C). For the Wikipedia and Last.fm datasets
we used the respective sequences Sunique as described in the Supplementary Materials. The
plot for the model is an average over 10 realizations of the process, with parameters ρ = 8,
ν = 10, η = 0.3 and N0 = ν + 1. The length of the considered sequences is N = 107
and the corresponding Heaps’ exponent is β = νη
ρ
= 0.375 (see Supplementary Materials for
the relation of the Heaps’ and Zipf’s exponents with the model parameters). In all the cases,
results for the actual data are compared with two null models, as described in the Supplementary
Materials. (D,E,F) Results for the distribution of triggering intervals (see the Supplementary
Materials for the definition) for the same data as for the entropy measurements. The banner (G)
shows a SAunique sequence for a particular label A of the Last.fm dataset. The color code is red
for the actual sequence S and blue for the local reshuffle (see methods section) of S.
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Figure 3: Models. Simple urn model with triggering (A,B) and urn model with semantic trig-
gering (C,D). (A) Generic reinforcement step of the evolution. An element (the gray ball) that
had previously been drawn from the urn U is drawn again. In this case one adds this element to
S (depicted at the center of the figure) and, at the same time, puts ρ additional gray balls into U .
(B) Generic adjacent possible step of the evolution. Here, upon drawing a new ball (red) from
U , ν+1 brand new balls are added to U along with the ρ red balls of the reinforcement step that
takes place at each time step. (C,D) Urn model with semantic triggering. Same as above except
that now each ball has a label defining its semantic context. The label is conserved during a
reinforcement event (e.g., the label A for the gray balls on panel c) while it appears as a brand
new label, C, for the ν + 1 balls added for an adjacent possible event (panel d).
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Supplementary Material
1 Urn model with triggering
1.1 Model definition
In the main text we introduced the urn model with triggering. Briefly, an ordered sequence S
was constructed by picking elements (or balls) from a reservoir (or urn) U initially containing
N0 distinct elements. Both the reservoir and the sequence increased their size according to the
following procedure. At each time step:
(i) an element is randomly extracted from U with uniform probability and added to S;
(ii) the extracted element is put back into U together with ρ copies of it;
(iii) if the extracted element has never been used before in S (it is a new element in this
respect), then ν + 1 different brand new distinct elements are added to U .
Note that the number of elements N of S, i.e. the length |S| of the sequence, equals the number
of times t we repeated the above procedure. If we let D denote the number of distinct elements
that appear in S, then the total number of elements in the reservoir after t steps is |U|t =
N0 + (ν + 1)D + ρt.
In the following, we shall also consider a second and slightly different version of the model, in
which the reinforcement does not act when an element is chosen for the first time. Hence, point
(ii) of the previous rules will be changed into:
(ii.a) the extracted element is put back in U together with ρ copies of it only if it is not new in
the sequence.
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1.2 Computation of the asymptotic Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws
We discuss here the asymptotic behaviour of both the number of distinct elements D(t) appear-
ing in the sequence and the frequency-rank distribution f(R) of the elements in the sequence
S. We will show that both versions of the urn model above predict a Heaps’ law for D(t) and a
frequency-rank distribution f(R) with a fat-tail behavior. Our calculations yield simple formu-
las for the Heaps’ law exponent and the exponent of the asymptotic power-law behavior of the
frequency-rank distribution in terms of the model parameters ρ and ν.
Strictly speaking, Zipf’s law requires an inverse proportionality between the frequency and
rank of the considered quantities [1]. In the following, however, we shall always refer instead
to a generalized version of Zipf’s law, in which the dependence of the frequency on the rank is
power-law-like in the tail of the distribution, i.e. at large ranks.
Heaps’ law
In the first version of the model, the time dependence of the number D of different elements
in the sequence S obeys the following differential equation:
dD
dt
=
UD(t)
U(t)
=
N0 + νD
N0 + (ν + 1)D + ρt
, (1)
where UD(t) is the number of elements in the reservoir that at time t have not yet appeared in
S, and U(t) = |U|t is the total number of elements in the reservoir at time t. The term νD in
the numerator of the rightmost expression comes from the fact that each time a new element is
introduced in the sequence, UD(t) is increased by ν elements (since ν + 1 brand new elements
are added to U , while the chosen element is no longer new). Due to the inherently discrete
character of D and t, Eq. (1) is valid asymptotically for large values of D and t.
In the second version of the model, Eq. (1) has to be modified by replacing the denominator
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with
U(t) = N0 + (ν + 1)D + ρ(t−D) = N0 + (ν + 1− ρ)D + ρt.
To analyze both versions of the model simultaneously, it is convenient to define a parameter
a ≡ ν + 1 for the first version and a ≡ ν + 1− ρ for the second version.
In order to obtain an analytically solvable equation, and since we are interested in the be-
haviour at large times t N0, we approximate equation (1) by
dD
dt
=
νD
aD + ρt
. (2)
By introducing the auxiliary variable z = D
t
and performing some straightforward algebra we
obtain the asymptotic behaviour of D(t) for large t:
1. ρ > ν: D ∼ (ρ− ν) νρ t νρ ;
2. ρ < ν: D ∼ ν−ρ
a
t;
3. ρ = ν: D logD ∼ ν
a
t→ D ∼ ν
a
t
log t
,
For completeness, we note that both versions of the model can be regarded as the coarse-
grained equivalent of a two-color asymmetric Polya urn model [4]. In particular, within that
finer framework the substitution matrices (denoted M1 for the first version of the model and M2
for the second) would be:
M1 =
(
ρ 0
1 + ρ ν
)
and M2 =
(
ρ 0
1 ν
)
.
In this interpretation, the elements that have already appeared in S are represented by balls of
one color, while those that have not appeared yet correspond to balls of the other color.
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Zipf’s law
Making the same approximations as above, the continuous dynamical equation for the num-
ber of occurrences ni of an element i in the sequence S can be written as
dni
dt
=
niρ+ 1
N0 + aD + ρt
· (3)
Two cases can be distinguished:
1. ν ≤ ρ, when lim
t→+∞D/t = 0. By considering only the leading term for t→ +∞, one has
dni
dt
' ni
t
. (4)
Let ti denote the time at which the element i occurred for the first time in the sequence.
Then the solution for ni(t) starting from the initial condition ni(ti) = 1 is given by
ni =
t
ti
. (5)
Now consider the cumulative distribution P (ni ≤ n). From Eq. (5), we can write P (ni ≤
n) = P (ti ≥ tn) = 1− P (ti < tn). This leads to the estimate:
P (ti <
t
n
) ' D(
t
n
)
D(t)
= n−
ν
ρ . (6)
2. ν > ρ, when D ' ν−ρ
a
t. Again considering t N0, we write:
dni
dt
' ρni
(ρ+ aν−ρ
a
)t
=
ρni
νt
, (7)
which yields the solution
ni =
(
t
ti
) ρ
ν
. (8)
Proceeding as in the previous case, we find P (ni ≤ n) = P (ti ≥ t n−
ν
ρ ) = 1 − P (ti <
tn−
ν
ρ ), and thus
P (ti < tn
− ν
ρ ) ' D(t n
− ν
ρ )
D(t)
= n−
ν
ρ , (9)
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obtaining the same functional expression of the asymptotic power-law behavior of the
frequency-rank distribution as in the previous case.
The probability density function of the occurrences of the elements in the sequence is therefore
P (n) = ∂P (ni<n)
∂n
∼ n−(1+ νρ), which corresponds to a frequency-rank distribution f(R) ∼ R− ρν .
Note that the estimates in equations (6) and (9) have been derived under the assumption that
t/n 1, i.e. in the tail of the frequency-rank distribution. In this respect, it is important to rec-
ognize that Zipf’s and Heaps’ laws are not trivially and automatically related, as is sometimes
claimed. We certainly agree that Heaps’ law can be derived from Zipf’s law by the following
random-sampling argument: if one assumes a strict power-law behaviour of the frequency-rank
distribution f(R) ∼ R−α and constructs a sequence by randomly sampling from this Zipf distri-
bution f(R), one recovers Heaps’ law with the functional form D(t) ∼ tβ with β = 1/α [2, 3].
But the assumption of random sampling is strong and sometimes unrealistic. If one relaxes the
hypothesis of random sampling from a power-law distribution, the relationship between Zipf’s
and Heaps’ law becomes far from trivial. In our model, and in work by others [3], the relation-
ship β = 1/α holds only asymptotically, i.e. only for large times, with α measured on the tail
of the frequency-rank distribution.
In the main text we presented numerical results confirming the above analytical predictions
for the first version of our model. Here we report numerical results for the second version of the
model (employing the definition (ii.a)), summarized in the top-left panels of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
The robustness of the results with respect to fluctuations of the model parameters ν and ρ was
checked as follows. At each time step both ρ and ν were sampled from a uniform distribution
(top-right), an exponential distribution (bottom-left) and a fat-tailed distribution with diverging
variance, all with the same mean values ρ¯ = 8 and ν¯ = 5. For the uniform distribution, ρ and
ν were sampled from the intervals [0, 2ρ¯] and [0, 2ν¯], while for the fat-tailed distribution, the
chosen exponents were αρ = 2ρ−1ρ−1 and αν =
2ν−1
ν−1 , which ensured the desired average values by
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Figure 4: Growth of the number of distinct elements (Heaps’ law). Top left: second version
of the model without reinforcement on new words. Top right: original model with ρ and ν
sampled from uniform distributions. Bottom left: original model with ρ and ν extracted from
exponential distributions. Bottom right: original model with ρ and ν extracted from power law
distributions. All distributions bear the same average values ρ¯ = 8 and ν¯ = 5 (see text for
details).
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Figure 5: Frequency-rank distribution (Zipf’s law). Top left: second version of the model
without reinforcement on new words. Top right: original model with ρ and ν sampled from
uniform distributions. Bottom left: original model with ρ and ν extracted from exponential
distributions. Bottom right: original model with ρ and ν extracted from power law distributions.
distributions bear the same average values ρ¯ = 8 and ν¯ = 5. We have checked that the results do
not depend on the initial condition N0. This is set in all the simulations to the value N0 = 100.
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choosing 1 as the minimum value.
In the case ρ < ν we recover the results of the well-known Yule-Simon model [5], originally
proposed in the context of linguistics. In this model, new words are added to a text (more
generally a stream) with constant probability p at each time step, while with complementary
probability (1 − p), a word that has already occurred is chosen uniformly from within the text
(or stream) generated so far. This model leads to a Zipf’s law with an exponent −(1 − p)
compatible with a linear growth in time of the number of different words. In the framework
of our urn model with triggering we recover the same Zipf’s exponents as well as the linear
growth of D(t) if p = 1− ρ
ν
, with ρ < ν1. The Yule-Simon model is a paradigmatic example of
a model that generates a fat-tail frequency-rank distribution f(R) ∼ R−α by using a rich-gets-
richer mechanism. But it has the drawback that it does not reproduce both an f(R) obeying
a power-law behavior and a sublinear Heaps’ exponent at the same time. Moreover, the Yule-
Simon model cannot reproduce values of α larger than 1 (which are found empirically in the
frequency-rank distribution of words in certain texts). These problems were at the basis of
the famous Simon-Mandelbrot dispute [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In our model the introduction of
the parameter ν (describing the expansion of the adjacent possible) heals these problems by
confining the phenomenology of the Yule-Simon model to the special case ρ < ν.
1.3 Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws for the urn model with semantic triggering
We turn now to the counterparts of Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws for the urn model with semantic
triggering. For the sake of completeness we recall the model’s definition. One starts with
an urn U with N0 distinct elements, divided in N0/(ν + 1) groups, the elements in the same
group sharing a common label. After choosing the first element at random, the sequence S is
1We note that if ν  1 when a = ν + 1 (first version of the model) or ν  ρ and ν  1 when a = ν + 1− ρ
(second version of the model) our model also reproduces the same prefactor of the linear growth of D(t) as in the
Yule-Simon model. This is evident by setting a = ν in Eq. (2).
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constructed according to the following scheme:
(i) a weight 1 is given to: (a) each element in U with the same label, say A, as st−1, (b) to
the element that triggered the enter in the urn of the elements with label A, and (c) to the
elements triggered by st−1; a weight η ≤ 1 is given to any other element in U ;
(ii) an element st is chosen from U with a probability proportional to its weight and appended
to the sequence;
(iii) the element st is put back into U along with ρ additional copies of it;
(iv) if the chosen element st is new (i.e., it appears for the first time in the sequence S) ν + 1
brand new distinct elements, all with a common brand new label, are added to U . These
ν + 1 new elements are given a weight η = 1 at the next time step t+ 1 and each time the
same mother element st is picked.
Note that if η = 1 this model corresponds to the simple urn model with triggering introduced
earlier.
Figures 6 and 7 report numerical results for the Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws respectively, for
some values of the parameters of the model ν, ρ and η. For this modified model with semantic
triggering, the relation between the exponent β of the Heaps’ law and the exponent α = 1/β of
the Zipf’s law continues to hold asymptotically, i.e. for large times, with α measured on the tail
of the frequency-rank distribution. In particular, the time at which the above relation starts to
hold depends on the exponent β of the Heaps’ law. Larger times are needed for smaller β.
We now outline the analysis leading to an estimate for the Heaps’ exponent as a function of
the model parameters ν, ρ and η. Observe that if we know the label of the last added element to
the sequence S, say s, we can write for the number of distinct elements D(t) appearing in the
sequence S:
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dD(t)
dt
=
N s(t)
N s(t) + ηN s¯(t)
N sD(t)
N s(t)
+
ηN s¯(t)
N s(t) + ηN s¯(t)
N s¯D(t)
N s¯(t)
=
N sD(t) + ηN
s¯
D(t)
N s(t) + ηN s¯(t)
(10)
where N s(t), N sD(t), N
s¯(t) and N s¯D(t) denote respectively the number of elements with label s,
the number of new (never used in the sequence S) elements with label s, the number of elements
with label different from s, and the number of new elements with label different from s, that are
present in the reservoir U at time t.
The following relations hold:
νD(t) = N sD(t) +N
s¯
D(t) and U(t) = N
s(t) +N s¯(t), (11)
where U(t) is the number of total elements in the reservoir. It is worth remarking that if η = 1
one recovers Eq. (1).
We now drop the hypothesis of knowing the label of the last added element, and write a
general equation for D(t) of the form:
dD(t)
dt
=
∑
k
P (k)
NkD(t) + ηN
k¯
D(t)
Nk(t) + ηN k¯(t)
=
∑
k
P (k)
NkD(t) + η(νD(t)−NkD(t))
Nk(t) + η(U(t)−Nk(t)) (12)
where the sum is over all the labels k present at time t in the reservoir U and P (k) is the
probability that the last added element to the sequence S at time t had the label k.
In order to close the equation (12), we should estimate Nk(t) and NkD(t) for a generic label
k. Let us start by observing that NkD(t) ≤ ν + 1, and this term can be neglected in the large t
limit with respect to D(t).
We now leave the more complex problem of estimating Nk(t) and we consider instead the
probability P (n) that Nk(t) ≡ n, substituting the sum over k in equation (12) with the sum
over the labels with the same number of occurrences n in the reservoir. We can thus write
(asymptotically):
dD(t)
dt
=
∑
n
P (n)
ηνD(t)
n(1− η) + ηU(t) . (13)
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We do not explicitly compute P (n), but we consider two opposite limits:
1. We retain in the sum of equation (13) only the terms n ' U(t). This approximation is
sufficiently good when the frequency-rank distribution for the elements in S is sufficiently
steep, corresponding to a high Zipf’s exponent. Solving the equation (13) within this
approximation, we obtain the result for the Heaps’ exponent β = min(νη
ρ
, 1).
2. When the probability P (n) is large only for n  U(t), we can neglect in the sum of
equation (13) the term n(1 − η) with respect to ηU(t). Solving the equation (13) within
this approximation, we obtain: β ' min(ν
ρ
, 1).
Summarizing, we have obtained lower and upper bounds for β: min(νη
ρ
, 1) ≤ β ≤ min(ν
ρ
, 1),
that are satisfied by the simulation results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 .
2 Detecting triggering events
As pointed out in the main text, the semantics and the notion of meaning could trigger non-
trivial correlations in the sequence of words of a text, the sequence of songs listened to, or
the sequence of ideas in a given context. In order to take into account semantic groups, we
introduce suitable labels to be attached to each element of the sequence. For instance, in the
case of music, one can imagine that when we first discover an artist or a composer that we like,
we shall want to learn more about his or her work. This in turn can stimulate us to listen to
other songs by the same artist. Thus, the label attached to a song would be, in this case, its
corresponding writer.
To detect such non-trivial correlations we define the entropy SA(k) of the sequence of oc-
currences of a specific label A in the whole sequence S, as a function of the number k of
occurrences of A. To this end we identify the sub-sequence SA of S starting at the first occur-
rence of A. We divide SA in k equal intervals and call fi the number of occurrences of the label
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Figure 6: Growth of the number of distinct elements (Heaps’ law). Heaps’ law for several
values of the parameters of the urn model with semantic triggering. Straight lines show func-
tions of the form axβ , where a is a constant. In all the simulations N0 = ν + 1. The observed
exponents are within the theoretical bounds min(νη
ρ
, 1) ≤ β ≤ min(ν
ρ
, 1).
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Figure 7: Frequency-rank distribution (Zipf’s law). Zipf’s law for several values of the
parameters of the urn model with semantic triggering. The exponent α of the tail of the dis-
tributions is compatible with the exponent β of the Heaps’ law. It is worth remarking how the
correspondence gets worst when the exponent of the Heaps’ law decreases, since in this case
one needs extremely longer simulations in order to get sufficient statistics on the tail. Straight
lines show functions of the form ax−1/β , where a is a constant. In all the simulationsN0 = ν+1.
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Figure 8: Entropy and intervals example. Let us indicate with the same letters the occur-
rences, e.g., of lyrics of the same artist in the sequence. Suppose that A has just appeared in the
sequence, which ends with G. Thus, A appears 4 times, i.e., k = 4. We divide the subsequence
SA ⊂ S in 4 parts and count the occurrences fi of A in each of them (bottom numbers). The
normalized entropy of A will be SA(k = 4)/ log 4 = (12 log 2+
1
4
log 4+ 1
4
log 4+0)/ log 4 = 3
4
.
As a value of S(k) we average all entropies of the elements occurring k-times in S. The num-
bers at the top show the length of the inter-times used in the interval distribution evaluation.
The local reshuffling would shuffle only those 15 elements occurring after the first occurrence
of A, and compute the normalized entropy and the time intervals distribution on this reduced
sequence.
A in the i-th interval (see Fig. 8). The entropy of A is defined as
SA(k) = −
k∑
i=1
fi
k
log
fi
k
. (14)
In case the occurrences of A were equally distributed among these intervals, i.e., fi = 1 ∀i =
1 . . . k, SA(k) would get its maximum value log k. On the contrary, if all the occurrences of A
were in the first chunk, i.e., f1 = k and fi 6=1 = 0, the entropy would get its minimum value
SA(k) = 0. Each SA(k) is normalized with the factor SmaxA (k) = ln k, the theoretical entropy
for a uniform distribution of the k occurrences. The entropy S(k) is calculated by averaging the
entropies relative to those elements occurring k-times in the sequence.
Moreover, we also analyse the distribution of triggering time intervals P (l). For each label,
say A, we consider the time intervals between successive occurrences of A. We then find the
distribution of time intervals related to all the labels appearing in the sequence S (see also
Fig. 8).
In the Wikipedia and Last.fm datasets we can go a step further since they contain the contri-
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bution of many users. In this case we can focus on a sub-sequence Sunique of S that neglects the
multiple occurrence of the same element by the same users, e.g. in Last.fm multiple listening
of the same song by the same users (a specific song can be present anyway several times in the
sub-sequence since that song can be listened for the first time by different users). We can thus
identify for each label, say A, the sub-sequence SAunique and correspondingly define the entropy
and the time intervals distribution as described above (see the following Sections for a detailed
discussion of this analysis both for Last.fm and Wikipedia).
2.1 Reshuffling methods
In order to ground the results obtained, both for the entropy and the distribution of triggering
intervals, we consider two suitably defined ways of removing correlation in a sequence. Firstly,
we just globally reshuffle the entire sequence S. In this way semantic correlations are disrupted
but statistical correlations related to the non stationarity of the model, responsible for instance
for Heap’s and Zipf’s law, are still there. Secondly, for each label, we reshuffle the sequence SA
locally, i.e., from the first appearance of A onwards. This latter procedure removes altogether
any correlations between the appearance of elements.
3 The random walk model for the dynamics of novelties
Our urn model with triggering, both with and without semantics, can be mapped in the frame-
work of the exploration of an evolving graph G through a random walker (RW). In particular,
the RW dynamics can be constructed as follows (see also figure 10).
We start with a graph G of N0 nodes, divided in N0/(ν + 1) cliques, each node in the same
clique sharing a common label. We then draw a link between each pair of nodes belonging to
different cliques with probability η ≤ 1. Starting with the RW in a random position, and with a
weight wj = 1 for each node j, at each time step:
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Figure 9: Entropy (left) and intervals (right) distribution in the random walk model map-
ping the urn model with semantic triggering. Left: Entropy of a sequence associated to a
specific label A vs. the number of events, k, with that label. The entropy is averaged for each
k over the labels with the same number of occurrences. The plot shows an average over 10
realizations of the process with parameters values: ν = 10, ρ = 7, η = 0.2, and N0 = ν + 1,
corresponding to a Heaps’ exponent of β = 0.29 (see figure 11). In each realization the se-
quence S has length N = 107. Right: Results for the time intervals distribution for the same
data as for the entropy. The color code is red for the actual sequence, green for the global
reshuffle of the sequence S, and blue for the local reshuffle (see text). In the inset a zoom of the
first intervals’ lengths is shown.
(i) move the RW to a neighbour node or keep it on the present node (self-loops allowed) with
a weight-dependent probability;
(ii) reinforce the selected node weight wi → wi + ρ;
(iii) if the node visited is new (i.e., it is visited for the first time) add a clique with ν + 1 new
nodes connected to the just visited node, each node in the new clique sharing a common
label, different from all the preexisting ones. In addition draw a link between each node
in the newly added clique and all the preexisting nodes of the network with probability η.
If η = 1 this model maps one-to-one to the urn model with triggering introduced in the main
text. When η < 1 the correspondence with the urn model with semantic triggering is not one-
to-one: in the case of the graph the connections between two nodes are fixed (or quenched), i.e.
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Figure 10: Models Top: scheme of the urn model with semantic triggering. On the left panel
we describe a generic reinforcement step of the dynamics, where one element already drawn
earlier on time is drawn from the urn U (the gray ball). In this case one adds this element to
S (depicted at the center of the figure) and, at the same time, put ρ additional gray balls to U ,
all with the same label A of the parent gray ball. On the right panel we illustrate a generic
adjacent possible step of the dynamics. Here, upon drawing a new ball (red) from U , ν + 1
brand new balls are added to U , all sharing a brand new label C, along as the ρ red balls of the
reinforcement step that takes place at each time step. Bottom: scheme of the random walk (RW)
based model for the dynamics of novelties. Whenever a RW visits an already visited node (gray
node on the left panel) one adds a gray element to S and reinforce the node’s weight according
to the formula wi → wi + ρ. Whenever the RW visits for the first time a node i (red node in the
right panel), a new clique (representing the newly created adjacent possible) with ν + 1 nodes
is added to the graph, all the nodes sharing a brand new label C. Each node of the clique is
connected to the red node, and with a probability η to the other already existing nodes. At the
same time one adds the red element to S, always reinforcing the node’s weight according to the
formula wi → wi + ρ.
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either they are there or they are not, whether the possibility of going from one element to each
of the others in the urn model is always probabilistic (one can imagine that this corresponds to
an annealed version of the graph model, where links are continuously re-drawn according to a
fixed probability). Despite this difference, the statistical properties of the two models turn out to
be equivalent from a qualitative point of view also in the case η < 1. In figure 11 we report some
examples of the Heaps’ and Zipf’s laws for the RW model, for different values of the parameters
ν, ρ and η, while in figure 9 we give an example of the triggering events as measured by the
entropy S associated to the labels and the distribution f(l) of triggering time intervals between
two successive appearance in the sequence S of the same label (see Section 2).
As a final remark, we note that the RW modeling scheme allows one to more naturally
extend the structure of the semantic relations between the different elements. The semantic
relations are in fact encoded in the growing graph topology, and one can imagine different ways
of linking the new nodes, corresponding to more complex and realistic semantic structures.
4 Details of the datasets used
4.1 Gutenberg Corpus
The corpus of English texts used in the analysis was collected by a crawl of the material avail-
able at the Gutenberg Project ebook collection [6]. The crawl was carried on February 2007 and
resulted in a set of about 7500 non-copyrighted ebooks in plain ASCII format. After a filtering
procedure used to remove from the analysis all non-English text we came up with ca. 4600
texts, dealing with diverse subjects and including both prose and poetry. In total, the corpus
consisted of about 2.8 × 108 words, with about 5.5 × 105 different words. In the analysis we
ignored capitalization. Words sharing the same lexical root were considered as different, i.e.,
the word tree was considered different from trees. Homonyms, as for example the verbal past
perfect saw and the substantive saw, were treated as the same word. The aggregated analysis is
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Figure 11: Growth of the number of distinct elements (Heaps’ law) and frequency-rank
distribution (Zipf’s law) for the RW model. Left: Heaps’ law for several values of the pa-
rameters of the random walk model mapping the urn model with semantic triggering. Straight
lines show functions of the form axβ , where a is a constant. Right: Zipf’s law for the corre-
sponding values of the parameters of the random walk model. The exponent α of the tail of the
distributions is compatible with the exponent β of the Heaps’ law. Straight lines show functions
of the form ax−1/β , where a is a constant. In all the simulations N0 = ν + 1.
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Author Work Total nr of words Nr of distinct words α β
C. Dickens Hard Times 124109 8747 1.17 0.58
C. Dickens David Copperfield 426904 14026 1.43 0.53
C. Dickens Oliver Twist 191395 10177 1.30 0.55
H. Melville Moby-Dick 252571 17136 1.22 0.60
S. Butler Odyssey (prose) 131444 6363 1.51 0.50
A. Pope Odyssey (verse) 132461 8292 1.37 0.50
Homer Odyssey 86868 17506 1.03 0.70
Homer Iliad 112082 21853 1.05 0.68
Table 1: Texts from the Gutenberg site used in the non-aggregated analysis. For each text
we report the total number of words, total number of distinct words and the estimated values
of the (minus) the Zipf’s exponent and Heaps’ exponent. Note that 1/α > β since the single
texts are not sufficiently long to allow the asymptotic regime to be visible, and the frequency-
rank distribution curve has not yet gone through the crossover visible around 104 ∼ 105 in the
analogous curve of the whole Gutenberg dataset, showed in the main article.
performed by putting all the books in a random order one after the other in a single text. The
texts used in the non aggregated analysis are listed in Table 1.
4.2 Delicious
Delicious [8] is an online social annotation platform of bookmarking where users associate key-
words (tags) to web resources (URLs) in a post, in order to ease the process of their retrieval.
The dataset used for the present analysis [14] consists of approximately 5× 106 posts, compris-
ing about 650,000 users, 1.9 × 106 resources and 2.5 × 106 distinct tags (for a total of about
1.4 × 108 tags), and covering almost 3 years of user activity, from early 2004 up to November
2006. Since Delicious is case-preserving but not case sensitive, we ignored capitalization in
tag comparison, and counted all different capitalization of a given tag as instances of the same
lower-case tag. The time stamp of each post was used to establish post ordering and determine
the temporal evolution of the system.
In the non-aggregated analysis we extracted from the Delicious dataset the posts of the three
most active users (RangerRick, hidekii, PeterPeter) and two random ones (Vitelot, AndreaB).
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4.3 Last.fm
Last.fm [7] is a music website equipped with a music recommender system. Last.fm builds a
detailed profile of each user’s musical taste by recording details of the songs the user listens to,
either from Internet radio stations, or the user’s computer or many portable music devices. The
data set we used [15, 16] contains the whole listening habits of 1000 users till May, 5th 2009,
recorded in plain text form. It contains about 1.9 × 107 listened tracks with information on
user, time stamp, artist, track-id and track name.
For the non-aggregated analysis we consider only the data of the five most active listeners.
4.4 English Wikipedia
The English Wikipedia database we analyzed consists of 323 compressed files summing up to
a total of 48 GB of disk space. The uncompressed overall size is around 20 TB. The Wikipedia
database we collected [17], dates back to March 7th, 2012.
Due to the database huge dimension, we had to develop a special procedure to extract the
information we needed. The computer we used to process the database is a multi-core machine
mounting 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) X3470 CPU, with a 2.93 GHz working clock frequency, with a
RAM of 16 GB.
The database contains a copy of all pages with all their edits in plain text by using the XML
structure.
In order to perform the analysis related to the detection of triggering events, we extracted
from the database the following information. First of all, we identified for each new born page,
say B, the page, say A, that internally linked the new born page for the first time. We call the
page A the mother page of B and we identify for each edit its mother page as its label (note
that several edits can have the same mother page, i.e., the same label). We then follow the steps
below:
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User ID Total Nr of edits Nr of distinct edits α
1188594 14613 8619 0.45
1638938 6776 3094 0.56
23958 19226 7295 0.70
281454 1480 974 0.41
2829979 11642 4622 0.50
356300 10415 3738 0.83
62662 6118 975 1.06
82835 937852 716418 0.41
99037 128802 78961 0.57
Table 2: Editors of Wikipedia used in the non-aggregated analysis. For each editor we re-
port: the total number of edited articles; the total number of distinct edited articles; the observed
values α of the (minus) the Zipf’s exponent. The values of the Heaps’ exponent for all the con-
sidered users turn out to be β ' 1, in agreement with the alpha values α ≤ 1 as predicted by
the model.
(1) To each edit event we associate: (i) the wikipedia page exclusive identification number
(ID), (ii) the user (wikipedia contributor) ID (UID), (iii) the edit ID (EID), (iv) its time
stamp (TS), (v) the PID of its mother page;
(2) from the list of all edits endowed with the information discussed in (1), we removed the
multiple edits of the same page done by the same user, retaining his/her first edit;
(3) we sorted the list (2) according to increasing time stamp.
For the non-aggregated analysis we focused on seven randomly chosen editors. Special care
was needed to understand whether a selected user was human. In fact, the most active editors
of Wikipedia are robots performing minor changes routinely.
5 Results for non aggregated data
The analysis performed in the main text, involving the previously described datasets as a whole,
is here repeated for some of their selected records. In case of the Gutenberg dataset, we chose
texts; in Wikipedia, Last.fm and Delicious, we chose editors, listeners and tagging users respec-
tively.
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Heaps’ and Zipf’s law
The analysis of Heaps’ law is displayed in Fig. 12 and shows an asymptotic sublinear power-
law behaviour in the case of texts (see Table 1) and a possible linear behavior for Wikipedia
editors (see Table 2). In the case of Last.fm and Delicious, the sublinear behavior can still be
spotted but the dictionary curves are less smooth than those of Wikipedia and Gutenberg. The
reason is that in both Last.fm and Delicious, users may import large blocks of music tracks and
web-site bookmarks from their local storage, thus introducing a sort of discontinuity in time.
This discontinuity is obviously less appreciable in figure 13, were we show the frequency-
rank distribution of words in selected texts, lyrics in selected listeners using Last.fm, wiki-
articles for selected editors in Wikipedia and tags for selected users of Delicious. In fact, the
frequency-rank is insensible to the temporal ordering of the elements, being a global statistical
property of the sample. Note how the more inflected ancient Greek language results in a smaller
Zipf’s exponent than that of English texts and correspondingly in a larger Heaps’ exponent (see
Table 1). It is also worth noting that the measured exponent β of the Heaps’ law in the selected
texts does not happen to be the reciprocal of the measured Zipf’s exponent α. In the main text we
have shown that the frequency-rank curve of the whole Gutenberg corpus displayed two main
behaviors with different exponents (an analogous observation was shown in Ref. [18]) so that,
when inferring α from texts containing 104 ∼ 105 distinct words, one tends to underestimate it.
The Heaps’ law, instead, is already sufficiently sensible to sample the tail of the distribution so
that the measured α and β are such that 1/α > β.
By looking at Fig. 12 we find that the growth of the number of distinct article edited in
Wikipedia by users is linear. Our Polya’s urn model accounts for this possibility as well, by pre-
dicting a connection between the Zipf’s exponent and the slope of the linear dictionary growth.
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Figure 12: Growth of the number of distinct elements (Heaps’ law). Top-left: Selected
masterpieces from the Gutenberg dataset (words as elements); Top-right: most active users in
Last.fm (lyrics as elements); Bottom-left: selected (human) random editors of Wikipedia with
appreciable activity (wiki-articles as elements); Bottom-right: Selected users of Delicious (tags
as elements). The linear growth is indicated by the straight line. The discontinuities in both
right panels can be ascribed to a data import from other sources (local playlists to Last.fm, local
bookmarks to Delicious).
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Figure 13: Frequency-rank distribution (Zipf’s law). Top-left: Selected masterpieces from
the Gutenberg dataset (words as elements); Top-right: most active users in Last.fm (lyrics as
elements); Bottom-left: selected (human) random editors of Wikipedia with appreciable activity
(wiki-articles as elements); Bottom-right: Selected users of Delicious (tags as elements). The
straight line shows the strict Zipf’s law with α = 1 as a guide for the eye.
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Triggering events
To detect whether in a sequence there is a triggering mechanism in play, we make use of the
definition of entropy (14) and look at the distribution of time intervals between elements of the
same class (see Section 2).
For example, when listening to a certain lyric of a given artist, we could be tempted to listen
to other of her lyrics. In that case, the occurrences of the lyrics’ artist will be clusterized in the
sequence more than an uncorrelated poissonian process. At the same time, we expect that the
distribution of time intervals between the lyrics of the same artist will be more biased toward
small time intervals than a poissonian process. In the case of lyrics, the class of elements is given
by their artist, in Wikipedia by the wiki-article (mother page) that first linked to a new wiki-
page, while in texts we considered each word as bearing its own class, lacking of a satisfactory
classification of words in semantic areas.
In order to distinguish between sequences ruled by a random poissonian process from se-
quences featuring triggering events, we show in figures 14, 15 and 16 the entropy and interval
distribution curves of selected texts, Last.fm listeners and wiki editors (red dots), together with
the correspondingly randomly shuffled sequences (blue dots) and the locally shuffled sequences
(green dots). The latter are achieved by shuffling the subsequence that goes from the element
following the first occurrence of a given element, to the end. These figures confirm that also at
the user level one obtains the same results of the whole datasets. In particular, the drop of the
entropy around the value of 10 in the three selected Last.fm listeners can be a consequence of
the typical number of songs in a song album: who listens one song of an album, tends to browse
all of it, so that a dozen of songs with the same artist appear heavily clusterized at short times,
thus dropping the associated entropy value.
The interest of looking at triggering events on single books, or considering a single con-
tributor of Wikipedia or a single Last.fm user is to investigate the nature of the correlations
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Figure 14: Triggering events in single books from the Gutenberg dataset. Top: normalized
average entropy in selected texts (red dot) and in the locally (blue dots) an globally (green dots)
reshuffled texts. Lower values of the entropy correspond to higher clusterized occurrences of
elements. Bottom: Time intervals distribution. More clusterized data result in higher values of
the distribution at low interval lengths.
observed in the whole databases. In particular, the question is whether the statistical signatures
we detected emerge as an effect of a collective process or are present also at the single user
level. The results reported in figures 14, 15 and 16 show that the adjacent possible mechanism
plays a role also on the individual level, and its effect is enhanced in collective processes.
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